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Besides a focus on its core business, Amazon Papyrus has shown a 
strong obligation to serve and pay back to the society through 
various activities related to Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). All 
these efforts help Amazon Papyrus to understand Social, Economic 
and Environmental concerns hence integrating the society with its 
business operations. Over the last few years, Amazon Papyrus has 
made considerable contributions to protect and improve the welfare 
of under privileged members of the society. At the same time, Amazon 
has run regular awareness campaigns on Safety and Environmental 
Sustainability-Energy, Water and Air Quality.

As a reputed business organization in its market place, Amazon Papyrus 
(Amazon) understands its responsibilities not only towards its business 
entity, stakeholders and customers, but also for the society as a whole. 
Accordingly the Amazon has supported various initiatives such as –

Amazon Papyrus Pays 
Back to the Society 
Through Corporate 

Social Responsibility  
“At Amazon, we are passionate about our responsibilities towards the 
society. The CSR activities help us to integrate our business operations 
with our responsibilities towards the community. It is a “win-win” as 
we help the communities in which we work and we inspire our staff”. 
Mike Grundy, CEO, Amazon 

Education Community Market Place

School Buildings Old Age Home Environmental Sustainability  
  -Water/Energy/Air Quality

Scholarships –Gifted Students Unprivileged Children  Educational Seminars   
  -Technological Advances 

Youth Development Children with Special Needs 

 Health and Road Safety  

As part of the CSR activities at Amazon Papyrus, our OVERALL GOAL is to not only enhance 
the life experience ofindividuals and that of the community as a whole but also improve 
environmental sustainability. 

Here are some of our activities related to CSR -
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• In 2014, sponsored the building of a primary 
school in Guangxi, China.

Amazon Scholarship Program

We established “Amazon Papyrus Chemical 
Scholarship Program” at universities of Shanxi and 
Sichuan in China. Since 2007, we have sponsored 
more than 150 students as part of encouraging 
the talent to join pulp and paper industry after 
the graduation. 

Community

We regularly organize 
the CSR events for the 
society such as the 
outings with families 
of single parent, visit 
to centers for the 
elderly and the child 
from dysfunctional 

 

Education

For Amazon, the education has been one of 
the priorities under CSR activities. With this 
in mind, we wanted to support these projects 
where students can study in a safe and stable 
school enviroment irrespective of the weather 
conditions.

Under this scheme, Amazon had sponsored the 
buildings of two schools and offered scholarships 
to talented and needy students at Sichuan and 
Shanxi Universities -

• In 2012, sponsored the building of a 
primary school in the Bogalay region, South 
Myanmar.

families, elderly’s home visits. Our regular visits 
are aimed to bring smiles on the faces of the 
people we meet in these centers. We also try to 
help them financially wherever needed. 

Amazon is committed to make concerted 
interactions with the various elements of the 
society facing socio-economic issues. We are 
sure that our efforts will help them to integrate 
well with the mainstream society.  We will 
continue to accomplish our CSR goals by regularly 
looking for such opportunities to work with 
Schools, Community Centers and like-minded 
organizations. At Amazon, we are sure that our 
efforts will bring desired changes in the life of 
under privileged individuals. At the same time 
while we work with various communities, we will 
also remain focused on an overall Environmental 
Sustainability as well.


